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Plenty of successful guides have already been published for hip young ladies in general, but now
the trendsetting dark reader has a reserve of her own. Focused on chic sisters all over the place,
Beautylicious! Date-o-Rama: The fast monitor to vixenhood •an irresistible new recipe for loving,
using, and beautifying with verve. sparkles with fun and flair. Soul Power: Sizzle with radiance
from the within out• . Superfly: How exactly to warmth up your wardrobe without scorching your
self-confidence• Luxe Existence: The artwork of indulgenceBeautylicious! Beauty . Queen Me:
Treats to perk you up when the blues have got you down•te Accompli: Entertaining wtih style and
soul• The perfect gift, Beautylicious! Fun and Frolic: Perfecting your swerve• Fê . shimmers with
wit and soul— Mane Intrigue: Straight talk wireless on selecting a hairstyle that's as fabulous as
you are • Match and Fine: A toned body and also a healthy brain equals a sensational you•also
shares know-how from the Patron Saints of Fabulosity, along with tips for becoming a favorite
hostess (and a preferred guest), staying cool in heated situations, and finessing that saucy
outlook on life. Moi Way: Enhancing fabulous you• Chapters consist of:•
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Interesting But! I learned some new items from reading this book and found it enjoyable.
However lots of things mentioned in this publication I do not really agree with.. I believe the
publication speaks from the perspective of a set up women definitely not for woman who do not
really have the money to live a luxury lifestyle. It truly is an ideal combination... That is clearly a
bit absurd if you ask me so when she speaks of seeking a Louie Vuitton bag sobad she utilized
her rent money but she still somehow could pull together the funds to pay her lease. there were
some good ideas and i did so learn a few things, but it's wasn't my glass of tea. I would disperse
the book both with methods to enjoy lifestyle in engaging in simple things and in addition enable
yourself some splurges once in a while. I follow the faith principle too. My read I have not finish
this reserve but so far it is good. What A Great Book! Thank You! An uplifting book. I asked that
they (youthful African American girls) please observe the Dames that paved just how for us and
try to read about them so that they can discovered how these Dames treasured themselves
totally and they didn't allow themselves to become down trotted in any way, shape, or type! I too
constantly admired the Dames of Sophitication like Diahann Carroll, Diana Ross, Grace Jones,
Iman, Eartha Kitt, and Lena Horne and I believe that this book ought to be in every African
American female's library together with the other notable novels and references mentioned in
this publication. Kudos! Celebrating Dark Girl Magic! This publication helps women recognize
that they are wise, confidant, and powerful. Two Stars Honestly it's challenging for me to
complete this book and I'm only on page 57 Five Stars I enjoyed this book Key to the fabulous life
This is an excellent book for young black women and older black women! This book addresses
everything which make us who we are.. The best component is that it is not a farce. Bon Vivant
This is an instant and easy read that uplifted my spirit. This book covers everything that . A must
read for every girl and female of color. Celebrate your beauty, celebrate your grace, celebrate
everything that you are and what other people need to imitate. It was an enjoyable book and I
discovered some things but it seems like the true message here is that to be able to have the
perfect life. I highly recommend it. It is usually about how to become a "Doll" -- a wonderful,
graceful, accomplished, and incredibly stylish lady -- while paying attention to how to be
gorgeous both on the inside and on the outside. You want to spend cash and that is simply not
possible for some people. The advice for dealing with a relationship split up was to lay in bed
and indulge in ice cream. Beautylicious really emphasizes the fact that "fabulous" on the inside
and "fabulous" on the outside go together.. It isn't an exaggerated, comical tips book to cause
you to laugh. All and all. Love Of Yourself Is Not A Selfish Work! It gives great tips on improving
your position, books to learn, and how exactly to navigate your way to a wholesome you. I think
it is a little dated in some areas but all and all it really is a good book. The book paints a clear
picture of the era of ... The book paints a clear picture of the era of TRUE black diva's before the
word diva was demonized and helps to invoke that spirit in the reader but it sort of drops off.
Just needs a little bit more details decent read i wasn't blown away reading this book, but it was a
decent browse. she did alot of designer name dropping and she speaks some french in it, so i'm
pleased i remember some phrases from high school. not everyone can afford some of the issues
she suggested to get or do.. But you can obtain yourself in big trouble with that sort of thinking.
Great book and essential read. The author crafted the book so where she gave thorough
mentality game changers on femininity, all the while listing actionable techniques. But, the best
component is that she managed to get a fun read and communicated femininity as a great
process. Not completely relevant! The main problem of this book is that it is geared towards folks
of means. I am aware the advice but at some point, the author advises ladies to find space on
their credit card and charge factors they can not afford. The book is interesting but some info



isn't realistic for all women. Thorough, fun, femininity!That is a great inspirational and how-to
book for women who want to live life feeling great inside AND searching great externally. Want
to live a far more fabulous life? And who doesn't want that? Not absolutely all women are in a
position like that. Celebrating Dark Girl Magic! Surprisingly, I really enjoyed this book! Of course
most ladies realize this but sometimes a girl needs a boost!
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